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Meaning
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Small and medium-sized enterprise(s)
Transport Layer Security
Work Package 3
Work Package 4
Work Package 5
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Uniform Resource Locator
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This deliverable includes the initial design of the software that will be used to
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1.- Introduction
This deliverable proposes the design of SMONLINE which is developed within WP5. SMONLINE aims
to automatically analyse websites and mobile apps owned by MEnts and produce meaningful
outputs that allow verifying whether these eleMEnts are GDPR compliant, task performed by the
compliance report module included in WP6.
This deliverable aims at defining a functional and modular description of SMONLINE system to
provide clear guidelines for the upcoming development phase and to meet the project objectives.
SMONLINE will be divided into three separate modules, which are aligned to the three tasks defined
in WP5:
- SMONLINE-Website: analyses and classifies third parties present in a website (Task 5.1)
- SMONLINE-Advertising: analyses and classifies the use of personal information in ad delivery in a
website (Task 5.2).
- SMONLINE-MobileApp: analyses and classifies data flows, including those emanating to potential
third-party services, and the dissemination of personal data in Mobile apps (Task 5.3).
This deliverable focuses on defining for each one of the three modules: i) System goals and
objectives; ii) Underlying technology; iii) System functionality; iv) Proposed system; and v)
Interfaces/Communication to other modules or external services.
We conclude with a description of how each one of the three modules could implement standalone
services beyond SMOOTH project. The capacity to implement standalone services may allow
extending the impact of the project by targeting companies of any size, Internet users, and
stakeholders in the context of privacy and data protection.

1.1.- SMONLINE: background and objectives
Most companies, irrespectively of their size, are adopting digital solutions to interact with their
customers, offer and describe their catalogue of products and/or services, communicate news and
updates in the products and services, etc. Nowadays, most small businesses run their own website
for these purposes, even offering mobile apps to their customers. We envision a scenario in which
the referred digitalization pattern will keep increasing among MEnts in the coming years. This
statement is supported by the actions followed by the European Commission to increase the online
presence of millions of SMEs and MEnts in Europe by providing incentives and creating fair
conditions 1 to help them to use websites, social media, or mobile apps. These actions are expected
to enhance the business strategy of European MEnts.
This unstoppable digitalization agenda for MEnts has associated data protection implications since
websites and mobile apps may be collecting users’ personal data. Consequently, MEnts owning a
website or a mobile app are subject to be compliant with the new European GDPR Directive. In
addition to the GDPR, it is important to also consider the ePrivacy Directive (Directive 2002/58/EC
as amended by Directive 2009/136/EC) which imposes requireMEnts for the use of web tracking
technologies such as cookies. The ePrivacy Directive, which will be complementary to the GDPR, is
currently under reform and developMEnts, actions that we will follow closely. Where both the
A Digital Single Market Strategy for Europe – COM (2015) 192 final. May, 2015. https://ec.europa.eu/digitalsingle-market/en/news/digital-single-market-strategy-europe-com2015-192-final
1
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GDPR and the ePrivacy apply, the rules prescribed by the ePrivacy will prevail. But if a certain
situation is not regulated by the ePrivacy, the general rules of the GDPR will apply.
The informative docuMEnts and data collected by MEnts through their websites and mobile apps
will be covered in SMOOTEXT and SMOODATA. SMOOTEXT analyses docuMEnts such as
websites/mobile apps terms of use, consent requests, cookies policies, or privacy policies while
SMOODATA analyses the data repositories used to store the information collected by the MEnts
websites or mobile apps. SMONLINE, instead, will analyse the data flows from websites and mobile
apps. In the case of websites and mobile apps, the management of personal information may also
involve third-party companies different than the MEnts (e.g., services and companies offering
online advertising or tracking, as well as social network integration). As a result, the SMONLINE
module will also analyze personal information dissemination to any third-party company
embedded in MEnts websites or mobile apps. This information will be used together with the
output of SMOOTEXT for validating the fact that third parties embedded in websites or mobile apps
are properly reported in the privacy or cookie policies of a given MEnts’ websites or mobile apps.
In addition, this module will analyse the potential use of personal data under monetization
strategies (i.e., online advertising).
In summary, the main goal of SMONLINE is reporting the list of organisations (including the Ment
as well as third-party services) retrieving user information from MEnts’ websites or mobile apps.
This information will be processed together with the analysis of legal policies carried out in
SMOOTEXT (WP3) to analyze whether MEnts’ websites/mobile apps comply with the GDPR
requireMEnts by properly informing end users of the presence and purpose of third-party trackers
or, instead, whether those legal policies miss part (or all) of the third-party trackers embedded in
the analyzed website/mobile app. This auditing capability will be technically achieved through three
specific objectives:
1. To design and implement a module to analyse and classify third parties present in a website
(Task 5.1)
2. To design and implement a module to analyse and classify the use of personal information
in ad delivery in a website (Task 5.2).
3. To design and implement a module to audit how mobile applications handle personal data
in the context of the GDPR by analysing data flows including those emanating to embedded
third-party services (Task 5.3).

1.2.- Objectives of Deliverable 5.1 SMONLINE
The main objective of this deliverable is to define the design of SMONLINE. This document will serve
as the basis for the development of SMONLINE within the following months while also coordinating
with WP6 the output provided by this module to guarantee that the compliance report satisfies the
requireMEnts defined in D2.1.

31/01/2019
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2.- SMONLINE design
To achieve the main objective of SMONLINE, this deliverable aims at defining a functional and
modular description of SMONLINE system and to provide clear guidelines for the upcoming
development phase. The 3 objectives defined in Section 1.1 will be split in three different
submodules:




To design a module to analyse and classify third parties present in a website (Task 5.1). We
refer to this module as SMONLINE-Website.
To design a module to analyse and classify the use of personal information in ad delivery in
a website (Task 5.2). We refer to this module as SMONLINE-Advertising.
To design a module to analyse and classify third-party services (Task 5.3) embedded in
Android apps. We refer to this module as SMONLINE-MobileApp.

These three modules will operate separately from each other since each of them has to perform
specific analysis and employ highly sophisticated techniques. Therefore, we envision the design of
SMONLINE as formed by three separate modules that do not interact to each other, but only with
the compliance report module integrated in WP6. This decision has been made for simplicity,
efficiency and to allow a easier integration of SMONLINE within the SMOOTH platform.
Next we cover the following aspects for each one of the modules:






System Goals and Objectives
Underlying technology
System functionality
Proposed system
Interfaces/Communication to other modules or external services

2.1.- System Objectives
This section describes the objectives of each one of the three modules included in SMONLINE:
SMONLINE-Website, SMONLINE-Advertising and SMONLINE-MobileApp.
2.1.1.- SMONLINE-Website
Most enterprises currently own one (or more) website(s) as a mean to expose their services,
products, offers, etc. to their customers. This statement holds for any type of organization
irrespectively of their size, including MEnts. Many websites use different technologies (e.g.,
cookies) that allow third parties (i.e., organizations different than the owner of the website) to
collect information from the user visiting such website. Under GDPR terms, each individual website
owner is obliged to properly inform users of their data collection practices, including those
performed by third-party organizations.
The goal of the SMONLINE-Website module consists in the development of a software module that
extracts the third-party domains and cookies that are present in a given website. In addition,
SMONLINE classifies the identified third-party domains into different categories in order to better
understand the role and potential implications on privacy of each third-party present in the
31/01/2019
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website. For instance, some categories of third-parties are: tracker, advertising domain, etc.
Furthermore, SMONLINE will also verify whether MEnts’ websites include some type of disclosure
message (usually displayed the first time a user visits the website) to inform users of the use of
cookies and the presence of third-party trackers in their website.
The output of SMOLINE-Website will be the list of third-party domains and cookies along with the
category associated to them. In addition, SMOLINE-Website output will also report whether the
website has implemented a notification procedure to users. This output will be delivered to WP6 in
order to verify the GDPR compliance of the Ment website under analysis, taking also into account
the privacy and cookie policies analyzed in SMOOTEXT (WP3).
2.1.2.- SMONLINE-Advertising
The SMONLINE-advertising module is a service for automating privacy audit for the purpose of
detecting programmatic advertising in websites and analysing the information used to drive it. It
generates insightful analytics that provide evidence of targeted advertising, including the case of
utilizing sensitive personal data protected by GDPR. Once detected, it assists also in revealing the
chain of companies involved in the delivery of such ads. It can be used by companies to verify that
they do not put their brand name at risk by offending users or breaking data protection laws, and
by websites participating in programmatic advertising to which they have no direct control.
SMOOTH platform will rely on this module to check if the Ment website under analysis hosts
advertisers that use and transfer visitors’ data to target them without their consent, hence
potentially violating the GDPR.
The SMONLINE-Advertising module simulates the visits of users to various websites of specific
interest, building personas (user profiles). It collects advertiseMEnts that are displayed in these
websites and then it visits the website to be audited (Ment website) trying to identify if the
displayed ads are targeted based on the browsing history of the personas and comparing it with a
clean, non-trained history visit. Using a set of metrics it computes the likelihood that the ads
displayed in the Ment website are targeted, meaning that advertisers on this website use visitors’
data. The outcome of this module will be reported to WP6 in order to generate the compliance
report accordingly.
2.1.3.- SMONLINE-MobileApp
The goal of the SMONLINE-MobileApp module is performing a behavioural analysis of mobile
applications in the scope of the GDPR. SMONLINE-MobileApp will use dynamic analysis techniques
to identify personal data dissemination, and the presence of third-party services (i.e., typically thirdparty code or SDKs provided by external companies). As in the case of websites, such third-party
libraries are embedded on mobile applications for advertising and user tracking purposes, social
network integration, or many other purposes such as A/B testing, user acquisition, and crash
reporting.
The module will focus primarily on the evaluation of Android apps given the openness of the
operating system, which enables SMONLINE-MobileApp to study the behaviour of Android apps
along multiple dimensions, from apps’ access to restricted system permissions in runtime to
personal data dissemination at the traffic level, either first- or third-party domains. The behavioural
analysis of the apps and their associated privacy policies (performed in WP6) can reveal whether
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the enterprise’s app is potentially violating any GDPR requireMEnts and then assist the developer
towards full compliance.
SMONLINE-MobileApp will allow identifying whether Android applications access unique user- and
hardware identifiers (e.g., IMEI and IMSI codes), reseatable identifiers (e.g., Android ID and
Google’s Advertising ID), personal information (e.g., users’ location, contacts, phone number, etc)
and sensitive content (e.g., locally stored photographies), as well as the organizations collecting this
information. In the context of mobile operating systems such as Android, sensitive items and userinformation is protected by a permission-based mechanism, and granted by the user during
installation, to prevent any malicious or abusive access.

2.2.- Underlying Technology
SMOOTH project is an Innovation action (IA). The philosophy of H2020 IAs is to create innovative
solutions based on existing technologies that allow speeding up the development of the proposed
technology to shorten its path towards a market product or service. Following this philosophy, each
one of the three modules forming SMONLINE are based on previous technologies developed by
UC3M, LSTECH and IMDEA Networks Institute (SMONLINE-MobileApp has been done in
collaboration with the International Computer Science Institute in Berkeley). Those technologies
will be extended and adapted for the purpose of SMONLINE. The following sections describe the
underlying technologies for SMONLINE-Website, SMONLINE-Advertising and SMONLINEMobileApp, respectively.
2.2.1.- SMONLINE-Website
SMONLINE-Website is based on an existing technology developed by UC3M within the H2020 EU
Project TYPES. This technology can identify third-party trackers present in websites, but it does not
detect cookies.
The underlying technology is divided into the following functional stages:








Requesting stage: this stage accepts the input URL from a front-end website in which the
user can type the URL to be analysed. It leverages HTML, JavaScript, ajax, CSS, and
python/php webserver, and optionally database connection with MySQL.
Processing stage: this stage executes an automated browser that renders the website and
extracts the third-parties embedded in it. In this stage we leverage selenium or phantomjs
libraries to automatize browser actions.
Classification stage: In this stage we leverage widely used URL classifying crowdsourced lists
such as easylist2 to identify third-party services, and implement parsers based on python
programming.
Visualisation stage: In this stage we list in a fancy way the third-party trackers present in
the website along with their categories.

Users can freely access this service3 through a website developed within the H2020 TYPES project.

2
3

https://easylist.to/
http://testyourprivacy.org/track/en
31/01/2019
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2.2.2.- SMONLINE-Advertising
SMOLINE-Advertising module is based on the Aditaur product developed by LSTech.
Aditaur’s goal is to deal with the complex landscape of online advertising and to address the
following challenges:
● Managing the complexity induced by the number of different types of entities, including
Aggregators, Data Brokers, Ad Exchanges, Ad Networks, etc., involved in a series of online
auctions for selecting the advertisement that a user gets to see upon landing on a webpage.
● Distinguishing the information used for advertising, e.g., user location, gender, age, specific
behavioural traits, or “re-targeting” from previously visited sites.
● Defining the concepts of behaviours, interests and relevant metrics underlying targeted
advertising i.e., how advertising systems deduce certain user behaviours or interests.
● Obtaining the necessary datasets and automating the process of detecting OBA at large
scale.
● Automatic detection of advertiseMEnts in the Web-sites avoiding clicking them and thus
committing click fraud.
For coping with the above challenges, Aditaur employs Machine Learning (ML) algorithms and its
operation is evolving through the following steps.
Step 1: The user chooses from an existing list of Personas4, or defines his/her own. The user also
enters the URLs of the Web sites/portals wishing to investigate. Then, the audit experiment is
launched.
Step 2: Aditaur uses an integrated browser engine (headless browser). It first visits the Personas’
training sites so that to build the desired user profiles (create browsing history). Using these
profiles, it then visits the Web-sites under scrutiny in order to identify launched advertiseMEnts
and related information. Also, it does the same using a clean browser (without trained browsing
history).
Step 3: Using ML algorithms, Aditaur compares the collected advertising information from the
trained set and the clean visits in order to identify behavioural targeting.
Step 4: After the auditing process is finished, the results visualized and, lastly, the user is notified.
The user can access the Aditaur dashboard and has the ability to access a number of interactive
reports and graphs that support evidence regarding possible targeted advertising. Users can also
explore the data and they can then run more experiMEnts to acquire further evidence.
Detection of OBA is achieved by means of evaluating various metrics such as Domain Match, Topic
Match, and Frequency counts. These metrics quantify the amount of topical overlap between the
advertiseMEnts received and the Web sites previously visited. A high level of overlap is indicative
of OBA. This can further be strengthened if the embedded browser with a clean browsing history
that runs in parallel receives a statistically different set of ads than the trained one.
Aditaur features a simple and intuitive graphical interface to a cloud-based presentation portal and
storage with customizable dashboards and data export options. The system is also storing
snapshots of the rendered pages to be used later as proof of targeting if necessary. This userfriendly functionality enables users to easily create experiMEnts and evaluate their results.
4A

persona represents a narrow web browsing behaviour that corresponds to a specific interest (or theme), e.g., ‘motor
sports’ or ‘cooking & recipes. Personas simulate the actual browsing behaviour of a user and they are built during a
training phase by visiting a number of corresponding (to the specific interest) websites.
31/01/2019
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The Aditaur system follows the high-level flow depicted below, comprised of three major phases.
Setup, collection and detection.

31/01/2019
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2.2.3.- SMONLINE-MobileApp
SMONLINE-MobileApp leverages two tools developed by the International Computer Science
Institute (ICSI) at Berkeley in collaboration with IMDEA Networks Institute for the automatic
dynamic analysis of Android applications at scale.




The first tool is the Lumen Privacy Monitor – previously known as Haystack5 – an Android
application for traffic analysis that operates entirely on user-space and in localhost. Lumen
analyses Android application’s traffic and detect personal data in network flows. Lumen can
analyse mobile traffic even if encrypted thanks to its TLS interception proxy and deeppacket inspection (DPI) capabilities. The capacity to perform the analysis on localhost and
in user-space allows Lumen to match flows to the apps that originate them and to
circumvent some auditing detection mechanisms (such as checking if the app is running on
a real non-rooted phone), as well as distributing it through typical app distribution channels
such as Google Play Store to perform mobile traffic analysis at scale and with real userstimuli through crowd-sourcing means.
The second element is the AppCensus project, an advanced service to study mobile
application behaviour both at the operating system (e.g., to monitor system calls triggered
by mobile applications at the Android Framework-level) and at the traffic level (by
integrating the Lumen Privacy Monitor), at scale and automatically. For that, AppCensus
leverages the Android exerciser monkey to generate synthetic user inputs and screen
touches in an attempt to broadly cover different app activities and user stimuli as realistic
as possible. Android’s exerciser monkey eliminates any need to rely on real-user input to
automatically analyse mobile applications and, as a result, achieve scale. AppCensus
executes also mobile applications transparently on a farm of instrumented smartphones
complemented with virtual ones running on emulators.

Both services have the capacity to identify and detect third-party services embedded by the mobile
app or accessed by the mobile app at the traffic level6. As demonstrated by the research
community, third-party libraries are the software modules responsible for the majority of privacy
violations in Android apps. AppCensus has been used to study the regulatory compliance of
children-oriented Android apps in the context of the FTC COPPA rule7.

5

Abbas Razaghpanah, Narseo Vallina-Rodriguez, Srikanth Sundaresan, Christian Kreibich, Phillipa Gill, Mark Allman,
Vern Paxson (2015) Haystack: A Multi-Purpose Mobile Vantage Point in User Space . ArXiv prePrints
6 Abbas Razaghpanah, Rishab Nithyanand, Narseo Vallina-Rodriguez, Srikanth Sundaresan, Mark Allman, Christian
Kreibich, Phillipa Gill (February 2018)
Apps, Trackers, Privacy, and Regulators: A Global Study of the Mobile Tracking Ecosystem. In: The Network and
Distributed System Security Symposium (NDSS 2018), 18-21 February 2018, San Diego, CA, USA
7 Irwin Reyes, Primal Wijesekera, Joel Reardon, Amit Elazari Bar On, Abbas Razaghpanah, Narseo Vallina-Rodriguez,
Serge Egelman (July 2018) “Won’t Somebody Think of the Children?” Examining COPPA Compliance at Scale”
In: The 18th Privacy Enhancing Technologies Symposium (PETS 2018), 24–27 July 2018, Barcelona, Spain
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2.3.- System Functionality
This section describes the functionality of each of the three modules within SMONLINE. Such
description aims to be functional to let the reader understand what to expect from each module.
2.3.1.- SMONLINE-Website
The objective of SMONLINE-Website is to identify and report the list of third-party domains and
third-party cookies present in the website. Each of the third-party domains will be classified into a
pre-defined set of categories. In order to accomplish this objective, SMONLINE-Website has to
accomplish the following list of functionalities in a sequential order:











The module has to obtain the URL(s) of the Ment to be analysed. This URL(s) is retrieved
from the entry questionnaire (i.e., SMOOTH front-end) to be filled by when using the
SMOOTH Platform for the first time.
The module must include an automated browser emulator (headless browser) capable of
rendering the website(s) associated to the URL(s) provided by the MEnts.
The automated browser has to identify in first place whether the Ment website is displaying
some message (e.g., pop-up window, consent form, etc), informing users about the use and
presence of third-party cookies or other tracking technology. Usually, this information is
only displayed the first-time a given user visits the website. Therefore, to accomplish this
task, we will use a clean version of the automated browser to emulate a first-time visit.
The automated browser must identify and report all traffic connections to third-party
domains started from the automated browser when connecting to the Ment website under
analysis.
The automated browser must extract the cookies generated and/or transferred by the
browser while visiting the Ment website under analysis
SMONLINE will include a domain classifier to identify whether a third-party domain belongs
to a given service category (e.g., tracker, advertising domain, etc).
The list of third-party websites and cookies will be communicated to the compliance report
module developed in WP6. To this end, once the previously described analysis of the
website is completed, SMONLINE-Website completes will use an ad-hoc REST API offered
by WP6 to upload a JSON file with the behavioural observations using a POST method.

It is important to note that some third parties may by dynamically loaded and, as a result, not be
present all times the user connects to the website. In order to verify the potential presence of
dynamic third-party domains and separate them from stable third-party domains in the Ment
website, we will run our test multiple times for the Ment website.
2.3.2.- SMONLINE-Advertising
The objective of the SMONLINE-Advertising module is to report the possibility that online targeting
advertising is happening in the Ment’s website and the companies that are behind it. The main
functionality of the Aditaur tool, described in 2.2.2, will be leveraged and adapted to address the
specific challenges that SMONLINE-Advertising needs to tackle. This will be done in the following
ways:
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First, for the first initialization and experiment configuration phase, the personas will not
be provided by the user but, instead, the system will assume personas that are relevant to
Ment’s website, or even random ones. The current Aditaur algorithm has to be extended
and refined in order to achieve this result.
Finally, during the detection phase and the output generation phase, the current set of
metrics that Aditaur generates will be adapted in order to provide (a) a score that will
indicate the possibility of online targeting advertising and (b) a list of the companies behind
the advertiseMEnts that are present in the Ment’s website. The output data will be
provided in JSON format to the report generation module (WP6).

2.3.3.- SMONLINE-MobileApp
SMONLINE-MobileApp automatically tests mobile Android applications dynamically; i.e. by
executing the program in real-time in a real Android environment. This testing environment is
formed by a farm of real mobile Android devices running Android 6 to guarantee that applications
run in a realistic environment, yet fully controlled.








To analyze application’s behaviour in runtime, we rely on AppCensus’ capacity to monitor
the access to protected APIs by mobile applications (i.e., those protected by Android
Permissions) at the operating system level. This feature is available thanks to a customized
and purpose-built Android firmware that records how any running application running on
the device access low-level APIs protected by permissions. This allows assessing who is
accessing what types of sensitive and user data that will be later disseminated to an online
server over the network.
By recording the traffic generated by the tested app, SMONLINE-MobileApp can generate
comprehensible flow information and runtime behaviour analysis of the software. In its
current version, traffic analysis is performed using Lumen’s DPI techniques (based on string
matching) and its embedded TLS proxy to perform TLS interception. Traffic analysis allows
identifying the different network domains collecting personal information from a given
application. Note that TLS interception may not work for applications performing advanced
techniques to prevent such attack, roughly 2% of the applications according to early 2018
reports.
In order to automatically execute applications without user intervention (and therefore, to
achieve scale), SMONLINE-MobileApp leverages the techniques developed by AppCensus
on top of the Android exerciser monkey (i.e., “the monkey”). The monkey is a development
tool that generates random screen touches, allowing SMONLINE-MobileApp to navigate
through different screens of the application and therefore, triggering different actions both
at the system and traffic level by the application. The Android executioner provides the
required user stimuli to analyse the application in runtime without human intervention.
Finally, the type of data being collected, and which domains receive it can then be analysed
in conjunction with the companies’ legal docuMEnts in WP6 to generate the corresponding
part of the compliance report. The output data will be provided in JSON format to the
report generation module (WP6).
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2.4.- Proposed System
This section completes the previous one by defining the proposed system for each one of the
modules from a technical perspective. The goal of the section is to show what are the functional
blocks involved on each SMONLINE module and how such blocks interact together to obtain the
final result to be delivered to WP6.
2.4.1.- SMONLINE-Website
SMONLINE-Website will implement three blocks, each of them including one or more software
modules. Together, they will cover the pursued functionality and ultimately the goal of SMONLINEWebsite. Following, we describe each one of the blocks individually and the module(s) integrated
on them. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the SMOLINE-Website system.
A. URL retrieving block:
This block addresses the issue of retrieving the URL (or URLs) from the Ment under analysis.
This information will be available from the front-end module through the entry
questionnaire, which will include a particular question requesting the Ment to fill in the URL
(or URLs) they own.
B. Collection & Processing block:
This block is in charge of: i) detecting whether the website includes an informative message
(e.g., text box, pop-up, etc.) letting the user know the presence of third-party companies in
the website (either through cookies or other eleMEnts); ii) identifying third-party cookies
used in the website and classify their associated third parties; iii) identifying and classifying
third parties embedded in the website that may not be using cookies but still may be
monitoring the user using other tracking techniques (e.g., social networks buttons to share
some content of the website through social media platforms); and iv) classifying third-party
domains present in the website into one of the following categories (tentative list): tracker,
advertisement domain, both tracker and advertisement, or other.
This block will implement the following sub-modules:
a. Automated browser emulator: The automated browser emulator submodule
renders the website using as input the URL retrieved from the previous block.
b. Detection of informative text for users: This module explores the presence of an
informative message (e.g., text box, pop-up window, etc.) that informs users of the
use of cookies and the presence of third-party domains in the website.
c. Cookie collector: This module collects both first- and third-party cookies used in
the website. For third-party cookies, the module also retrieves the third-party
domain associated to the cookie.
d. Third-party extractor: There are many cases in which third-party trackers do not
use cookies for monitoring users but are still able to do so using external services
and other tracking methods (e.g., social network buttons). This module will monitor
all the network connections launched from the browser while visiting the website
under analysis. This way the module will be able to detect third-party domains that
may not be using cookie-based tracking methods.
31/01/2019
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e. Classifier: This module will classify the third-party domains inferred by the Cookie
collector and the third-party extractor modules. They will be classified into
(tentative list): tracker, advertisement domain, both or other. We will leverage the
easylist8 database, a tracking domain blacklist that is widely used in the industry for
developing widely used adblockers (e.g., adblock plus9, ublock origin10). Note that
we may extend easylist with other sources to improve the quality of our
classification.
C. Outcome generation block:
This block complies the information obtained in the Collection and Processing block to
generate the outcome of the SMONLINE-Website analysis. This report will be forwarded to
the compliance module implemented in WP6. The modules forming this block are:
a. JSON report generator, the functionality of this module is to generate a
standardized JSON file including: (i) the list of cookies and associated third-party
domain along with its category, (ii) third-party domains present in the website that
do set cookies along with its category and whether they are always present or are
rather a dynamic third-party, and (iii) whether the website includes an informative
box/text/pop-up regarding the presence of cookies and third-parties or not,
b. Interface to WP6: the functionality of this module is to send the JSON file to the
compliance report module implemented within WP6 following the communication
standard mechanism defined in WP6.

Figure 1. Flow diagram of SMONLINE-WEBSITE

8

https://easylist.to/
https://adblockplus.org
10 https://www.ublock.org/
9
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2.4.2.- SMONLINE-Advertising
The SMONLINE-Advertising module will be dockerized and will be part of the SMOOTH’s platform
shared cloud infrastructure. This module will be triggered from the main platform module when a
Ment requests a compliance report for its website. It will run independently of the other
components for a time that will range between a few hours to a couple of days depending on the
parameters that will be automatically defined by the system according to the category of the
website to be audited. The output will be available to the SMOOTH report generation module to be
integrated to the compliance report. The SMONLINE-Advertising module will interact with the main
platform module through REST-API and JSON files.
The module is using a small database to store configuration and experiMEnts options, like personas,
categories etc and some data related to the experiment for logging purposes.
A high-level module diagram is the following

Entry
Questionnaire –
Ment’s URL(s)

Setup
phase.
Initialization
- Automatic
Collection
phase.
Landing page
extraction
and topic

External
website
categorization
service

Detection
phase.
OBA
detection and
involving
Output
generation.
JSON file

WP6.
Report
generation

Figure 2. Flow diagram of SMONLINE-ADVERTISING

2.4.3.- SMONLINE-MobileApp
SMONLINE-MobileApp will leverage AppCensus’ testing platform as a service which contains two
farms of devices, one located in Berkeley, CA (USA), and a second one located at IMDEA Networks
premises, in Madrid (Spain). The AppCensus team is currently exploring the possibility of virtualizing
the testing platform to cloud computing platforms, which would allow increasing the testing
capacity on demand.
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Figure 3 illustrates our dynamic testing pipeline and its three main components, which are
described in detail below.

Figure 3. Testing pipeline SMONLINE-MobileApp
A. Application Acquisition Block:
In order to audit an Android application, it is necessary to have access to the application’s
executable file (“.apk” files). This can be done in two ways. In the case that the mobile
application is free and available on Google Play, the framework could receive a link to the
Google Play profile of the application. This option is feasible as long as Google Play
continues to allow downloading the application to a machine using a bot. This information
will be provided by the Ment to the SMONLINE-MobileApp module from the entry
questionnaire.
When the input is a Google Play URL, the Ment must provide a hash of the application binary
to cross-check that the downloaded version of the app is correct. A hash is a function that
takes the APK file (in this case) and outputs a unique string of characters for each different
input. Alternatively, the organization can upload to the SMOOTH platform the executable
of the mobile application. In case that the application being tested requires a user’ to
authenticate, SMONLINE-Mobile app login credentials for a dummy user to access
password protected functionalities. The Ment company should provide a dummy account
in the questionnaire to allow the module to penetrate the application and be complete.
B. Application Execution Block:
Since our analysis framework is based on dynamic analysis, apps must be executed in a real
system so that our instrumentation can monitor their behaviours. An app is pushed to a
testing smartphone in AppCensus running a bespoke version of the Android operating
system with our purpose-built instrumentation, i.e. the analysis environment. Our dynamic
analysis focuses on detecting how apps access sensitive data and with whom they share it.
The former is achieved through a custom version of Android, while the latter is achieved
through a custom VPN service, which acts as a localhost man-in-the-middle proxy (LUMEN).
Our custom Android platform (based on v6.0.1) runs a modified Android's permission
system to enable the real-time monitoring of apps' access to protected resources (e.g.,
location data, address book contacts, etc). By building this capability into the Android
platform, we can transparently observe and record the behaviour of any Android app
without modifying the app itself.
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Ideally, our testbed would explore the same code paths that would be triggered by a real
user when apps are used normally. However, performing this action manually could
compromise the scalability of the testing environment. To automatize and parallelize app
execution, we use Android's UI/Application Exerciser Monkey (the ``Monkey'') ---a tool
provided by Android's development SDK--- by simulating user inputs. The Monkey injects a
pseudorandom stream of simulated user input events into the app, thereby simulating
random UI interactions. In other words, it essentially ``fuzzes'' an app's UI. Because this
pseudorandom input is generated from a random seed, it is also reproducible.
In order to achieve the highest degree of realism possible, the framework runs on a phone
farm consisting on real phones with our custom Android platform installed. This farm will
be physically located outside of the SMOOTH platform in the aforementioned premises
provided by the AppCensus project and will communicate with the platform through a
RESTful API. The platform will communicate the applications that should be tested to the
phone farm. Once they are tested the results will be available to the SMOOTH platform
through the API that will be accessed using a unique token to avoid unauthorized access to
the results.
Our testing pipeline schedules each app to run for 10 minutes on a Nexus 5X, with the
Monkey generating input events during this time period. After each 10 min. execution slot,
logs are generated based on the observed behaviours. After each execution, the device
goes through a cleaning phase to isolate each test run from one another. In the current
setup, we can analyse approximately 1,000 apps/day on 8 phones.
C. Event extraction:
Log files created by AppCensus’ system- and traffic-level instrumentation are extracted and
parsed in a machine under the control of the SMOOTH project. This Information provides
insights about the app's access to sensitive user data and transmissions to third parties are
stored in a database for later analysis. These logs files would be shared with WP6 in a JSON
format so that they can be analysed for GDPR compliance.

2.5.- Interfaces/Communication to other modules or external systems
To finalize the design description of each one of the three modules involved in SMONLINE, this
section describes the communication channels between each module and both the entry
questionnaire and WP6. These interfaces will be used to report the obtained behavioural results to
the module responsible for performing the compliance analysis.
2.5.1.- SMONLINE-Website
The SMONLINE-Website module will interact with the SMOOTH platform in two basic ways:
1. Once a Ment has finalized the registration process in the platform and has filled the entry
questionnaire, SMONLINE-Website will receive a trigger signal together with the URL of the
Ment to be analysed and a unique-ID that will internally be used in the platform for any
action related to that Ment. To this end, SMONLINE-Website will implement a REST-API to
receive a JSON file including the referred information. Note that in case the Ment has more
than one website SMONLINE-Website module will be triggered once per url. Below we
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present a table that summarises the communication method and the format of the
transmitted JSON to SMONLINE-Website once the entry questionnaire has been fulfilled.
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlinewebsite/analysis
POST Request used to trigger the SMONLINE-ADVERTISING module analysis of the Ment
website
Request Body

Name
MENT_ID
Report_sessionID
Menturl

Description
Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis
A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the Ment
Ment’s url to be analysed
Response Body

Name
success
message

Description
Informs about the call process result (true/false)
Add information about the call process result.
Example

Method/URL
Header

Body

Response

[POST] /smonlinewebsite/analysis
Content-Type: application/json
{
“MENT_ID”: “AB315D5E”,
“Report_sessionID “ : “453D54A3”,
“Menturl”: www.ment_url.com
}
{
“success”: “true”,
“message”: “URL processed”
}

2. Then, once SMONLINE-Website has performed the website analysis, the module will
generate a JSON file that contains the outcome of such analysis. The SMONLINE-Website
module will send the results of the behavioural analysis to the SMOOTH generation report
module using a JSON REST-API offered by WP6. Below, we present a table that summarises
the communication method and the format of the transmitted JSON11.

11

This table is also introduced in D6.1 as well as the tables generated for SMONLINE-Advertising and SMONLINEMobileApp
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Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlinewebsite/result
POST Request used to save the analysis result from SMONLINE-WEBSITE
Request Body

Name
MENT_ID
Report_sessionID
Menturl

Third_parties

Info_to_users

Description
Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis
A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the MENT
The url that the MENT has defined in the entry questionnaires. In case of multiple urls,
this call will be made multiple times, one for each url.
List of third parties present in the website including the following information: name,
list of cookies, website category and whether it is a permanent or dynamic third-party.
For each cookie we will include its name/ID. Note that some third parties may not use
cookies but still be present in the website in that case the filed list of cookies will be
empty.
It is a Boolean field which confirms whether the website offers information regarding
the use of third-party domains present in the website. 1 means the website is showing
users the information, 0 means we could not detect anywhere users are informed of
the presence of third parties, thus avoiding the right of the user of opting out or not
visiting the website.
Response Body

Name
success
message

Description
Informs about the call process result (true/false)
Add information about the call process result.
Example

Method/URL
Header

Body

[POST] /smonline/result
Content-Type: application/json
{
“MENT_ID”: “AB315D5E”,
“Report_sessionID “ : “453D54A3”,
“url”: “www.menturl1.com”,
“thirdparties”: {
TP1:{
“name”: NAME,
“category”: CATEGORY,
“permanent”: [0 or 1],
“Cookie_list”:{“Cookie1”, “Cookie2”,…, “CookieN” }
},
TP2:{
“name”: NAME,
“category”: CATEGORY,
“permanent”: [0 or 1],
“Cookie_list”:{“Cookie1”, “Cookie2”,…, “CookieN” }
},
…….
TPN:{
“name”: NAME,
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“category”: CATEGORY,
“permanent”: [0 or 1],
“Cookie_list”:{“Cookie1”, “Cookie2”,…, “CookieN” }
},
}
}
{
Response

“success”: “true”,
“message”: “Results correctly saved”
}

2.5.2.- SMONLINE-Advertising
The SMONLINE-Advertising module will interact with the SMOOTH platform in two ways:
1. The first action is used by the core SMOOTH backend to the trigger a new auditing
action. This will be done using a REST-API call to the module, and it includes basic
information about the website to be analysed such as the URL. Note that in case there
are multiple URLs associated to a Ment, SMONLINE-Advertising module will be
triggered once per url. The following table summarizes the JSON file that will be sent to
the SMONLINE-Advertising once the user has completed the entry questionnaire.
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlineadvertising/analysis
POST Request used to trigger the SMONLINE-ADVERTISING module analysis of the Ment
website
Request Body

Name
MENT_ID
Report_sessionID
Menturl

Description
Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis
A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the Ment
Ment’s url to be analysed
Response Body

Name
success
message

Description
Informs about the call process result (true/false)
Add information about the call process result.
Example

Method/URL
Header

Body

Response

31/01/2019

[POST] /smonlinewebsite/analysis
Content-Type: application/json
{
“Ment_ID”: “AB315D5E”,
“Report_sessionID “: “453D54A3”,
“Menturl”: www.ment_url.com
}
{
“success”: “true”,
“message”: “URL processed”
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2. The second one is the output of the module. This will be a JSON file also sent through a
REST-API that will be made available to the platform and it will contain the score of the
auditing process. This score will indicate whether the site is hosting services offering
targeted advertising and a list of all the companies involved in this process, including
the advertiseMEnts rendered. This information will be included in the final report.
Regarding the external interfaces, SMONLINE-advertising needs to get a list of
categories for the websites it audits and the landing pages of the hosted
advertiseMEnts. For this reason, an initial implementation of Aditaur used the google
categorization tool but due to various difficulties related to authentication, another
solution, the webshrinker12 service is used in current Aditaur tool and will be also used
to SMONLINE-advertising module. The communication is done directly from the
SMONLINE-Advertising module and it is transparent to the SMOOTH platform. The data
needed for this communication are stored in the internal database of the module.
The following table summarizes the JSON file that will be sent to the compliance report
module in WP6.
SMONLINE-ADVERTISING
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlineadv/result
POST Request used to save the analysis result from SMONLINE-ADVERTISING
Request Body

Name
Description
Ment_ID
Internal ID used to identify the Ment under analysis
Report_session
A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the MENT
ID
The url that the MENT has defined in the entry questionnaires. In case of multiple urls, this
Menturl
call will be made multiple times, one for each url.
List of the involved intermediate parties present behind each advertisement served in the
Intermparties
website.
A percentage which indicates the possibility of the website to host advertiseMEnts that
auditing_score
targets the user based – indication of OBA.
Response Body
Name
success
message

Description
Informs about the call process result (true/false)
Add information about the call process result.
Example

Method/URL
Header

[POST] /smonline/result
Content-Type: application/json

{
12

https://www.webshrinker.com/. Website Screenshot and Category APIs.
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“Ment_ID”: “AB315D5E”,
“Report_sessionID “ : “453D54A3”,
“url”: “www.menturl1.com”,
“Intermparties”:
{
“name”: “ip1”,
“name” : “ip2”,
…
},
“auditing_score”: 45}

Body

}
{
“success”: “true”,
“message”: “Results correctly reported”

Response
}

2.5.3.- SMONLINE-MobileApp
SMONLINE-MobileApp will interact with the output of the entry questionnaire offering a REST-API
to receive the required information to perform the mobile app analysis. In contrast, SMONLINEMobileApp will leverage the REST-API offered by WP6 to send the information generated after the
analysis.:
1. SMONLINE-MobileApp will provide an API to allow the SMOOTH platform to push the
Android software to be tested (Android APK, or Google Play URL) to the phone farm.
Companies will input either a link to the Google Play URL of the app (alongside the APK
hash) or the APK file itself through the entry questionnaire. At this point, SMONLINEMobileApp will generate a perma-link in which all the results / analysis for a given app will
be linked and published. The following table summarizes the JSON file and communication
method that triggers the analysis of a Ment mobile app.
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlinemobile/push
POST Request used to push an app to the testing framework queue
Request Body

Name
Ment_ID
hash
username
password

Description
Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis
Result of the hash function of the apk file. It allows to uniquely identify the application
and version to be tested.
[Optional] Username provided by the MENT for testing purposes
[Optional] Password provided by the MENT for testing purposes
Response Body

Name
success
message

Description
Informs about the call process result (true/false)
Add information about the call process result.
Example

Method/URL
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Header

Body

Response

Content-Type: application/json
{
“Ment_ID”: “AB315D5E”,
“hash”: “d131dd02c5e6eec4”,
“username”: “test123”,
“password” : “superpassword”
}
{
“success”: “true”,
“message”: “Results correctly reported”
}

2. Once the application test is completed, SMONLINE-MobileApp will link its insights with the
permalink of the software. In addition, SMONLINE-MobileApp will send a file in JSON
format to WP6 compliance report module containing the details of the network flows
obtained during the runtime analysis of the application. SMONLINE-MobileApp only studies
software behaviour hence it does not require having access to any sensitive information
about the developer. The following table summarizes the JSON file including the result of
the analysis that will be sent to WP6.
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlinemobile/result/
POST Request used to send a report for a given app version
Request Params

Name
Ment_ID

Description
Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis
Request Body

Name
metadata
package_name
app_version
update_date
crawltime
app_name
category
description
installs
developer
developer_mail
developer_url
rating
contains_ads
In_app_purchases
maturity
privacypolicy
price
31/01/2019

Description
JSON containing public information about the app obtained from google play
Package name of the application
Version code of the application
Last update date available on Google Play
Epoch when the google play was crawled
Full name of the application
App’s category on Google Play
App description in Google Play
Number of times the app has been downloaded from Google Play
Developer name for the app
Contact email of the developer
Website of the developer
Mean rating (max 5) that user have given to the app
Boolean stating if the app has advertiseMEnts
Boolean stating if the app has in app purchases
Maturity rating in Google Play
Link to the privacy policy of the app
Price to download the app
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leaks
leak_type
destination
encryption
dst_ip
dst_port
third_parties
domain
parent
type
flows
fqdn
ip
protocol
port
Http_headers

JSON containing data about privacy leaks
Type of data being leaked
Where the private data was sent
Boolean stating if the data was sent encrypted
IP where the leak was sent
Port where the leak was sent
JSON containing the third parties found during the analysis
Domain name ofo the third party
Parent company of the domain
Type of company (advertisment, tracking...)
Flows found during the analysis
Fully qualified domain name where the flow is opened to
IP where the flow is going to
Protocol used (TCP/UDP)
Port where the communication is going to
Headers present in the flow
Response Body

Name
success
message

Description
Informs about the call process result (true/false)
Add information about the call process result.
Example

Method/URL
Header

[POST] /smonlinemobile/result/
Content-length: 0
{
“Ment_ID”: “AB315D5E”,
"metadata":{
"package_name" : "com.ment.app",
"app_version": "245",
"update_date": "20/01/2019",
"crawltime" : "1548345626",
"app_name" : "Super cool app",

Body

"category" : "Tools",
"description" : "This a super cool app made by MENT",
"installs" : "100+",
"developer" : "MENT Inc.",
"developer_mail" : "support@ment.com",
"developer_url" : "ment.com",
"rating" : "4.5",
"contains_ads" : "False",
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"in_app_purchases" : "False",
"maturity" : "PEGI 3",
"privacypolicy" : "www.ment.com/privacy.htm",
"price" : "Free"
},
"leaks":{
"leak_type" : "AndroidID",
"destination" : "googleanalytics.com",
"encryption" : "Yes",
"dst_ip" : "192.176.14.67",
"dst_port" : "443"
},
"third_parties":{
"domain" : "googleanalytics.com",
"parent" : "Google",
"type" : "ATS"
},
"flows":{
"fqdn" : "googleanalytics.com",
"ip" : "192.176.14.67",
"protocol" : "TCP",
"port" : "443",
"http_headers" : ""
}
}
{
“success”: “true”,
“message”: “Results correctly reported”

Response
}
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3.- External Services Beyond SMOOTH-Platform
SMONLINE-Website, SMONLINE-Advertising and SMONLINE-MobileApp will be integrated within
the SMOOTH platform towards the completion of the final goal of the project, i.e., delivering GDPR
compliance reports for MEnts. This action will be performed by WP6 as described in the previous
sections. Therefore, for the purpose of SMOOTH platform, none of the modules require a dedicated
user interface.
However, the underlying technology of each of these modules could be used to create standalone
services that may be useful for different stakeholders such as enterprises of any size, data
protection lawyers, data protection agencies, or Internet users. The standalone services could be
used by organizations that are looking for services to verify specific aspects of their organization
(e.g., the website) rather than taking advantage of the full SMOOTH platform functionality.
Therefore, these external services may help to extend the impact of the SMOOTH project and
attract MEnts looking for more specific solutions.
Although the effort committed in SMOOTH just covers the implementation of the three modules
and its integration within the platform, we define here the referred standalone services that we
envision for each module. In case that the responsible partners (UC3M for SMONLINE-Website,
LSTECH for SMONLINE-Advertising, and IMDEA for SMONLINE-MobileApp) can afford developing
those services within the project lifetime, they will be delivered as external services.

3.1.- SMONLINE-Website
The technology developed for SMONLINE-Website can be used to analyse any website
independently of the size of the company owning it. Therefore, we plan to implement a public
service that analyses the presence of third-party domains and third-party cookies in websites and
make them available through a simple interface. This work will be inspired by a previous work
performed by UC3M within the H2020 TYPES project. We implemented public service that shows
the list of third-party trackers present in a website using as input a URL typed by the user13.
However, the referred service does not include cookies analysis while the classification analysis can
be further improved. The figure below shows a snapshot of the current service that will be further
improved within SMOOTH project.
In summary, beyond the primary goals of SMONLINE-Website, we will use the developed
technology to create a public service that allow users, stakeholders, companies, etc. to obtain the
third-party services and cookies present in their websites.

13

http://testyourprivacy.org/track/en
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3.2.- SMONLINE-Advertising
SMONLINE-Advertising is based on the Aditaur tool. The tool provides a user interface to let the
user provide parameters for the experiMEnts and also provides a reporting interface for the user
to explore the output of the algorithms.
These interfaces will not be available to MEnts through the SMOOTH portal, but they can be used
by external auditors or advanced users to further investigate and audit their websites regarding
OBA. The figures below show a number of examples of this user interface.
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3.3.- SMONLINE-MobileApp
SMONLINE-MobileApp could provide a web interface for standalone app analysis as in the case of
app census (available at https://appcensus.mobi), the technology behind this module.
As shown in the figures below, this service renders in a user-friendly way the information about
application’s behaviour and personal data dissemination over the network to the Android
application developer. This information includes: 1) the access to protected system resources and
personal data protected by Android permissions, 2) the types of personal data information
disseminated by the app over the network, 3) the organizations collecting this information, and 4)
whether these apps use best security practices such as TLS to upload user and sensitive information
to the cloud. This information will be extended with additional information such as whether those
third-parties are listed in the privacy policy of the application.
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4.- CONCLUSION
This deliverable has described the design of SMONLINE. The design divides the tasks to be
performed in SMONLINE into three separated modules:






SMONLINE-Website (task 5.1) will analyse the presence of third-party trackers within a
MEnt website and verify that users are shown an informative message regarding the
presence of third-party trackers in the website (at least) the first time they visit the website.
SMONLINE-Advertising (task 5.2) will analyse, in case the MEnt monetizes the website using
online advertising, the presence of third parties and the potential exploitation of personal
data for the so-called online behavioural advertising.
SMONLINE-MobileApp (task 5.3) will use dynamic analysis techniques to identify personal
data dissemination, and the presence of third-party services on mobile applications for
advertising and user tracking purposes, social network integration, or other purposes.

Each module will receive the samples to be analysed through the Entry Questionnaire. Then, after
completing the relevant analyses, it creates as output a JSON file with the result of the behavioural
analysis that will be forwarded to WP6. WP6 will combine WP6 output with the one provided by
SMOOTEXT (WP3) to validate the GDPR compliance of MEnts websites and mobile apps.
This deliverable will be used as the guideline to implement each module in the next project phase.
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